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About This Game

Earn points by doing that which is pointless.

Based on the designer’s own struggle with depression, Life is Pointless takes the player on a cerebral and stoic adventure as they
try to escape their meaningless existence. Deep and contemplative, the player is forced to repeatedly complete the same
mundane tasks in this minimalist experience, watching as the days pass endlessly before them. More of a philosophical

argument than a game, Life is Pointless will force you to take a closer look at your own daily actions, and determine if you, too,
are in the pointless pursuit of points.

Features include:
•Over .01 hours of exciting gameplay!

•Absolutely no multiplayer capabilities!
•Vivid color palette of black, white, off-white, and dark-grey!

•Painstakingly produced over the span of almost an entire week!
•Two endlessly looping tracks of music, each an astonishing six seconds long!

•Revolutionary day and night cycle!
•Incredibly smooth learning curve!

•Points!

But the best part about Life is Pointless is that you don’t even need to be actively playing the game to earn points! For the truly
devoted player who wants to live the game, rather than play it, they can minimize the application, and perform their daily

computer routines. Even if the game loses focus, it will still record the number of key presses you enter, slowly adding them to
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your score. At the end of the day, you can go back into the game, and see just how many points your normally pointless
existence has earned you!

“Fantastic!”
  -Made up game reviewer #1

“5 stars!”
  -Made up game reviewer #2

“The greatest game ever made!”
  -Will deManbey (Game Designer, Life is Pointless)

“Better than Car Theft Auto!”
  -Will deManbey’s Mom

Disclaimer:
If you haven’t already guessed from the above description, screenshots, and trailers, there isn’t all that much to this game. It was
created from a place of twisted darkness in the designer’s soul, and publishing it was just something he decided to do for fun. He
was originally going to make it free, but the same twisted darkness thought it would be hilarious to make people pay for it. That

being said, do not purchase this “game” if you do not have a sense of humor. If you’re planning on feeling disappointed, and
writing a negative review about it later, then you might as well stop right here. This game was built on negativity and

disappointment, so the designer has plenty of it already.
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That's a really fun simple aircraft shooting game, Absolutely worth the buy.. If you are a fan of becoming more intelligent with
comedy and good questions, with answers you have to think about, then this game is recommended by me, in fact, the whole
series is on my top 10 game serieseseseseses somwhere. Wow. CK2's soundtrack is so epic and immersive, so I didn't expect this
pack to be very good - not only is it actually good music, but it actually fits extremely well with the theme of the game,
ESPECIALLY playing as a Germanic character.

5\/5. Anyone being used to Sparkle knows that you need to eat nutriments so that your little sparkle can grow into a powerful
organism that can be herbivore, carnivore or omnivore. So, you were used to the green, blue or red elements floating, with
medusaes to eat or any other species wanting to challenge you. Besides, some levels were huge as you needed to use vortex to
reach another level.

That's Sparkle 2 Evo and Sparkle 3 Genesis.

Erase everything you've learned because Sparkle ZERO, despite belonging to the same series, just wants you to grow a sparkle,
without any tutorial and learning about the commands, that will be the predator of everyone. No more carnivore, herbivore or
omnivore, no more faster sparkle or with a better range of absorption or with a better defense. However, everything else is still
there: micro-elements that will grow your sparkle, jellyfishes still floating, other species still there to annoy you (bumpers that
will send you far away of your food, parasites stealing it, etc.) and vortex to use if you want to evolve.

You don't have missions anymore, you're just eating, growing in a deep blue sea, with white stuff all around. You still have that
sixth sense that will guide you to the nutriments but now, your little one can also sense vortex or enemies and show the way to
them, which is good because as usual, the minimap on your right corner isn't really clear. I've seen it because I recognize the
symbol for a vortex. Now, on the map, you can also see species wandering around.

I don't know how many layers exist because I finished the game before checking if I was at the end or not. I largerly preferred
the ancient system of levels and missions, mainly because you can come back to them and keep growing in beautiful landscapes.

I finished the game in 95 minutes, where the others took me more time to do it. I was kinda disappointed that I couldn't control
anymore the evolution of my little sparkle thanks to the DNA manipulation and that I couldn't see my level, so that I didn't know
if I was nearing level 50 or not. I managed to reach it quickly because I've cleaned every floor - in other words, I've eaten all
elements presents and defeated every enemy.

Sparkle ZERO has still a relaxing soundtrack, at least, the new developers didn't remove that good feature.

I was under the impression that Sparkle ZERO was in reality the first game in the series, if I didn't check before if it was the
case. Apparenlty, it's not. For me, it's a huge step behind compared to Genesis and Evo and for the new player, without any
indication about the commands, it will seem impossible to use a vortex. I only managed to do it because I remembered more or
less how it was for the other games.

So, should I recommend it or not? I must say that the game is avoiding a thumb down because I still enjoyed the challenge,
despite all the missing features that I liked. But if you want to try one of the Sparkle game, I would point you to Evo and
Genesis.. This game seems interesting but the game mechanics and controls are a bit finecky. You have to have A LOT of
patience to finish this game.. For the low price this is an excellent on-rails game\/experience. One of the most enjoyable
dinosaur themed VR mini-games I've played. I wouldn't say the graphics are the best in VR (like the description says), but they
are good. The voice acting is passable (one is hilariously bad), the guns and mechanics are super basic, but the fun\/action is
intense. Perfect for a VR arcade, or anyone who wants a short thrill, especially anyone who loves dinos.

Recommend for the price, and I'm looking forward to Chapt. 2!
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I liked Grim and The Grave but that felt more like a small addon, in fairness it was and so is this, but it didn't add too much to
make the campaign more interesting.

However where Grim and the Grave just added units and Lords to existng factions this one has a bit more purpose behind it.
The seperate factions and their own individual goals within the campaign add something fresh if you're getting a little bored
with the usual objectives.

I haven't played past 50 turns with Clan Angrund so I'll probably update this when I can give some real thoughts other than
playing as them is really hard.

I primarily got this specifically for Skarsnik what with him being one of my favorite lore characters, and you actually have to
think quite a bit when you play his faction until you claim Karak Eight Peaks, because you only have access to goblin units.

So you need to be a proper cunning warboss and out think every situation, using a Waaagh to separate large groups of armies
and so on, the quest to reclaim the karak is pretty hard for the goblins but with the right amount of thought you can get there
without spreading your power too much.

If none of this rambling has convinced you I'll leave you with this:

There's a night goblin fanatic regiment that hits people with dwarves.. This game is actually pretty good.

There are two blaring cons that you can see straight away. First the UI isn't all that great and feels clonky. Secondly the art is
extremely weird. Almost psychedelic in fact.

But if you look beyond that you can see a relatively cheap game that has amazing replayability, balanced gameplay and feaseable
resource management.

Also, don't be fooled by there not being an undead mage. The undead archer is in fact the mage, just that characters are
classified into warrior (if the attack the nearest enemy) mage (If they attack all enemy units) and archer (if they attack any unit).
I liked the art and minimalistic approach, but gameplay is not for the people whose not so called "speedrunners" (which i am not
anymore). I think will pass this one..Really want to like it though.. Nice game. Full of action, and relatively tough. I was playing
the second level and had a hard time winning the race that I wondered whether I was playing against AI or online.
The game works well on Linux (Fedora) and works also on AMD open source drivers with good performance.
The game is well worth the price.. Love most of the tracks in this pack but is there a reason that Our Kingdom Will Fall, the full
version with vocals, never plays in game? It's my favorite track in all of CK2 and I'm always dissapointed when the gutted,
instrumental-only version, plays in game.. Can anyone help me? I bought the North London line and Gospel Oak add on but i
have no scenarios for the North London line? Why dont i have them. HELP!. ENG:

Mercedes-Benz: Best or noting! XD

FIN:

Mercedes-Benz: Paras tai ei mit\u00e4\u00e4n! XD. Pay Paradox money so that your crusaders actually look like crusaders on
the game's map?

...

At least they look nice.... grrrrr. why the hell did i waste my money on this crap.. A game has almost nine-year history, but
unfortunately something remains the same. It is fun only if there is balance, but that exists like in the beginning when everything
just started. A game has been run several times by different companies already and now another publishing for almost three
months, the player base dropped and is still slowly decreasing. According to its record, hope this time it will be lasting longer
before shutting down.
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The fighting system is definitely a rip-off of Urban Reign, a Namco game on PS2 released in 2005. Zone4 seems to appeal to
more potential customers, so violence behavior is a bit reduced, and the pace is slower than Urban Reign. Somehow, certain
handy features are not implemented like targeting on a specific opponent. Without this, confronting multiple enemies nearby
may lead you to attack one which you unintentionally target.

Fighting movements of eight classes are highly inspired by famous fighting games, for example, Tekken, Virtua Fighter and
Urban Reign, of course. In my opinion, most of them are the same animation yet crudely made.

There are three major modes, Hunting Ground & Arcade like Beat'em up games, PvP and Zombie Defense. Despite that, none
of them are played often, at least, publicly.

To get survive in this game, good and high-level items and skills are required. With them, a player can advance to a better state,
probably. However, problems are everything is based on luck, which is too strictly rare to happen when farming and upgrading.
Without fair luck, there is no chances to acquire better gear. Without better gear, farming is painful. because of these, hunting
ground is crossed out. Arcade is paid low, and the rewards of Zombie Defense even got nerfed. What's worse, all of them are
limited in times to enter per day. Hunting Ground gives a player 30 minutes to hang around every time.

PvP is what gives players more fun to stay and much more gaming experience, although there is some flawed unbalance
between classes which are never fixed. All entertainment vanishes after becoming level 20 or above. A few hits by OP players
and downs are the situation an ordinary player is going to face. Personal skill and experience won't work much against them
when the difference of ability values between you and them is so huge, and also the delay makes it like rock-paper-scissors
when dodging.

Items purchased via the microtransaction are either too expensive or frustrating Gacha eggs which are usually timed.

The biggest deal in this game is, that stuff only available for people who pay real cash, which makes them earn Zen faster and
easily. These items can only be accessed by them. As time goes by, the gap is getting even huge, making this game much harder
for normal ones and of course, unfriendly to newcomers.

TL;DR

Conclusion, Game is based on good luck, paid for much better luck, unclear and unfriendly guides for starters, consists
of unfair and unbalanced competition and glitches lying there for a long time. Game is potential fun, lots of selection
for classes, but for a PvP game, which is still requiring some skill, it becomes a fail with the flaws and unbalance.

For return players, give a try and enjoy the old time and memories then.
For people who are new to it, I suggest wasting no time and cash. Honestly, this is just like a recycled game. There are
thousands of far more interesting and cheaper games on Steam, whose developers deserve your courage and money.
If you really enjoy this type of fighting controls, go get Urban Reign to play with your friends.
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